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Abstract. Mobility crowdsourced data, like check-ins of the social net-
works and GPS tracks, are the digital footprints of our lifestyles. This
mobility produces an impact on the places that we are visiting, char-
acterizing them by our behavior. In this paper we concentrate on the
loyalty of places, indicating the regularity of people in visiting a given
place for performing an activity. In this demo we show a web tool called
MAPMOLTY that, given a dataset of mobility crowdsourced data and
a set of Points of Interests (POI), computes a number of quantitative
indicators to indicate the loyalty level of each POI and displays them in
a map.
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1 Introduction

Tracking capabilities of modern geo-based network services provide us with un-
precedented opportunities of sensing both movements and activities performed
by people. We can exploit these data to monitor and study traffic, animals, mar-
itime and people [3]. Particularly, people produce crowdsourced data from which
we can investigate how people use the area where they live. One interesting as-
pect is to analyze how regularly a person is visiting a given destination. For
example, some people tend to go to their preferred restaurant for eating, while
some others may tend to explore different restaurants.

We introduce the concept of loyal user for a place p and activity A to indicate
a user who regularly visits p to perform activity A. For the sake of generality,
we associate the Point of Interest’s (POI) category to the activity performed in
that POI, thus in the rest of the paper we refer to the category or activity as
synonyms. From the loyalty measure of the user we can derive a loyalty map of
a territory. We can discover that some areas have the tendency to be visited by
loyal users, while other areas are more characterized by occasional visitors.

The purpose of this demo is to show a web tool called MAPMOLTY (MAPping
MObility loyaLTY)1 that, given a dataset of mobility crowdsourced data, like

1 http://mapmolty.isti.cnr.it
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tracks of individuals, and a set of Point Of Interest, computes a number of
measure, called loyalty indicators, to summarize the loyalty level of each POI.

The analysis enabled by the tool may be useful in different scenarios. For
example, an urban manager may quickly discover attractions that are visited by
occasional visitors like tourists or loyal visitors like dwellers. This may be useful
in supporting decision making in traffic management and / or urban planning.
On the other hand, the loyalty analysis results may be used for marketing pur-
pose by the owners of the POIs to better plan advertising to targeted individuals.
The loyalty indicators are also useful for developing services for the citizen like a
recommendation system suggesting new destinations according to the observed
visitors’ behavior.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first web tool providing a loyalty
map of Points of Interests. Other related approaches about individual regularity
measures are, for example, in [1, 2, 4]. These papers focus on the individual
instead of the places and they measure (using entropy or other measures) how
much a user is regular in visiting specific locations. This idea is at the basis of
our approach, but here we focus on geographic and activity aspects instead of
concentrating on the regularity behavior of a specific user.

2 The MAPMOLTY Tool

The overview of the tool is illustrated in Figure 1. As we can see, it is organized
into three components as described below.

Data Collection and Pre-processing. This module organizes the data that
is fed into our system. We identify two main sources of data: list of Points of In-
terest (POI) and set of crowdsourced time stamped visits of individuals to these
POIs. There are many POIs dataset available from several web services. To enable
the analytical features of our system we require that the POIs dataset should
provide at least the following attributes for each POI: a unique identifier poi id,
spatial coordinates latitude and longitude, category of the POI poi cat and a name
or description of the place. Many POIs collections are organized into a hierarchy,

Fig. 1. The overview of MAPMOLTY with the three components
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where places with similar categories are grouped under the same larger category.
For example, places tagged as Indian Restaurant and Fast Food, may be associ-
ated with the super-categoryRestaurant. Since the super-category is generally in-
formally paired with an activity, we are using the two terms as synonyms. In our
experiments we used the set of POIs provided by the Foursquare API2.

The Mobility dataset provides the mobility information to associate a per-
son p to a POI poi id she visited. We require that each visit is represented
by a tuple < VisitID ,UserID , poi id , timestamp >, where VisitID is the visit
unique identifier, UserID and poi id represent univocally a user and a place,
and timestamp is the time when UserID arrived at poi id . We call such tuple
a visit. MAPMOLTY works with many different sources like: Location Based
Mobile Social Networks (e.g. Foursquare, Jiepang, Brightkite) and GPS traces.
However, a transformation may be needed to convert the mobility data into this
format. For example, let us consider a sequence of time stamped GPS points
for an individual (called trajectory). A trajectory can be transformed into a se-
quence of visits in a two-step process: (1) we detect stops, i.e. subsequences of
points where the user stands still for a minimum amount of time; (2) we as-
sociate each stop to the closest POIs provided by the POIs dataset 3. For the
stop detection, we use two parameters: δ, a spatial tolerance threshold and τ , a
temporal tolerance threshold. In our experiments, we used δ = 50m, τ = 20min,
meaning that we detect a stop if the user stays in an area of radius 50m for at
least 20 minutes.

MAPMOLTY uses PostGres SQL 9.3 4 with PostGIS 2.1.15 as Data Base Man-
agement System (DBMS) to store the data. PostGIS provides spatial extension for
the PostgreSQL database, allowing storage and query of geographical data.

Core. This module analyzes the visits dataset to derive loyalty indicators about
the POIs. A visitor is loyal to a place when her visits to that place, for performing
an activity, are regular. We measure the regularity for a visitor computing his
spatial distribution over the frequency of visits to places for a specific activity.
Due to lack of space we omit here the mathematical background of this compu-
tation. Starting from the spatial distributions from the visitors, MAPMOLTY
computes a set of loyalty indicators for each POI: Number of Visits ; Number
of Visitors ; Number of Loyal Visitors ; Number of Non Loyal Visitors ; Average
Relative Frequency of All Visitors ; Average Relative Frequency of Loyal Visitors ;
Average Relative Frequency of Non Loyal Visitors ; Average Visits by Visitors.
These indicators show different aspects of the loyalty and are implemented as
SQL Procedures developed in PostGres SQL.

The User Interface. The user interface is implemented as a web application,
where the user can interact with the map and visualize the information com-
puted from the core component. This tool has been developed using the ASP

2 https://developer.foursquare.com/
3 More sophisticated Stop-POI association techniques can be used.
4 http://www.postgresql.org/download/
5 http://postgis.net/install
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MVC 4 framework6. This technology has a Model-View-Controller architecture
providing an easy separation between the data manipulation (server side) and
the interaction of the user with the web application (client side). MAPMOLTY
uses JQuery Mobile 1.3.2 with JQuery 1.9.1 7 to implement the visual widgets
used for the visualization for different types of web-browser devices. The web
map widget also uses the JavaScript Google Maps API V38 for the visualization
and interaction with the map.

The analytical process implemented in MAPMOLTY is structured as follows.
When the analyst begins the interaction, the system proposes a list of POI
datasets from which to choose the area of interest. Once the area has been
selected, the user selects the super-category. The system shows a summary of
the available indicators on a map. Each POI is indicated in the map by three
visualization properties: marker color, circle size and circle opacity. Based on the
loyalty indicators and normalization limits selected by the user, MAPMOLTY
computes and plots the values of these visualization properties.

Clicking on the marker the user can visualize the detailed information about
the place like the name, the super-category, category and all the indicators values.
Other interesting features provided by the web interface are: visually comparison
two places, filtering places by their categories and search places by their names.

One peculiarity of this web tool is that it provides a first kernel of features and it
can be easily extended with new functionalities. For example, we can incorporate
new analysis functions in the database like statistics functions (median, mode and
so on) over the data and consequently update the web application to display this
new information. Another possible extension is towards the mobile environment.
Since we are using a component from JQuery Mobile, the tool can also be easily
embedded into a smartphone app using aweb panel. This canbe particularlyuseful
when associated to a recommendation function based on the loyalty.
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